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Abstract: 
In this paper we construct two extended aggregation functions, extended pow-
ers product and extended weighted arithmetic mean of powers. Their basic 
properties are examined, as well as certain properties of distance functions 
constructed by them. In addition, one pixel descriptor, which is motivated by 
Local Binary Pattern family of descriptors (LBPs), is introduced. We give an 
application of the introduced extended aggregation functions and descriptor, 
by a construction of a new distance function, used in Fuzzy c-Means Clustering 
Algorithm (FCM) for image segmentation.
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ADVANCED COMPUTING AND CLOUD COMPUTING

1. INTRODUCTION

Th e procedure of combining several values into a single representa-
tive one is called aggregation, and the function performing this process 
is called aggregation function, see [1], [2], [3], [4]. In this paper we intro-
duce two extended aggregation functions which change their values of 
weights depending on their number of variables and we apply them on 
distance functions. With appropriate selection of the aggregation func-
tion and the initial distance functions, it is possible to model some of the 
desired properties of the newly constructed distance function, which we 
apply in an image segmentation algorithm. Distance functions have basic 
role in image processing, see [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. In 
image segmentation algorithms, distance functions represent a decision 
criterion for grouping pixels into segments, see [6], [8], [14], [15], [11]. 
In this paper we investigate the construction of distance functions and 
metrics using special aggregation functions, which we further apply in 
image segmentation. Th is paper is a continuation of the research carried 
out in [15], [16], [11]. With an appropriate choice of aggregation func-
tion, we model the criterion used to distinguish two objects by construct-
ed distance function, see [11]. Th ere are several clustering algorithms 
suitable for tasks considered in this paper, and among all we select FCM 
for this purpose. Although it does not belong to the class of fast algo-
rithms, it gives good results regarding the compactness of the obtained 
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segments, and it is widely accepted in practice. In Sec-
tion II, defi nitions and properties of distance functions 
and aggregation functions relevant for our research are 
listed. In Section III extended aggregation function is 
defi ned. Th en in Section IV two new extended aggre-
gation functions, named extended powers product and 
extended weighted arithmetic mean of powers, are in-
troduced and their properties are examined. In Section 
V we introduce one new pixel descriptor, which is used 
in the segmentation criterion. Th is descriptor is a modi-
fi cation of LBP descriptor, see [17], [18], motivated by 
one fuzzyfi ed LBP member α -LBP, see [19]. Section VI 
is devoted to an application of the introduced extended 
aggregation functions and descriptor for distance func-
tion construction, which is used in image segmentation. 
In the evaluation of the presented method, one image is 
used. For more experimental details, images and seg-
mentation results see [20]. 

2. PRELIMINARIES

We give here some basic concepts related to distance 
functions and aggregation functions.

Defi nition 1: Let X  be an arbitrary non-empty set. 
Th e distance function in set (space) X  is a function 

[,0[: 2 ∞→Xd , which have the following properties:

(d01) ),(),(,, xydyxdXyx =∈∀             (symmetry),

(d02) 0),(, =∈∀ xxdXx                              (refl exivity).

Ordered pair ),( dX  is a distance space.
Defi nition 2: On a non-empty space X , distance 

function [,0[: 2 ∞→Xd  may have following addi-
tional properties:
(d03) yxyxdXyx =⇒=∈∀ 0),(,, ,

(d04) ),(),(),(,,, zydyxdzxdXzyx +≤∈∀

                                                                   (triangle inequality).

A distance function [,0[: 2 ∞→Xd  is a metric 
on the set X  if it satisfy the implication (d03) and the 
triangle inequality (d04).

We start with a basic aggregation function, the ar-
ithmetical mean :[0,1] [0,1]nAM →  of n  numbers 

]1,0[,,, 21 ∈nxxx  , given by

1 2
1 2

1

1( , , , )
n

n
n i

i

x x xAM x x x x
n n =

+ + +
= = ∑

 .

Basic property of the arithmetical mean is the mono-
tonicity, i.e., if in the arithmetical mean 

n
xxx n+++ 21  

we take instead of the number nx  a greater number '
nx

, then the new arithmetical mean 
n

xxx n
'

21 +++   will be 
greater than the previous one. Th e second basic prop-
erty of the arithmetical is the following. Th e arithmetical 
mean of n zeros is again zero and the arithmetical mean 
of n ones is again one. Just these properties characterize 
the general aggregation functions, see [1].

Defi nition 3: A function ]1,0[]1,0[: →nA  is called 
an aggregation function in n]1,0[  if
1. A  is nondecreasing: for ''

11 ,, nn xxxx ≤≤   we 
have

),,(),,,( ''
2

'
121 nn xxxAxxxA  ≤ ;

2. A  satisfi es the boundary conditions

0)0,,0,0( =A  and 1)1,,1,1( =A .

Example 4: Some basic aggregation functions are 
listed below (for many of them see [1]):

1. Geometric mean:  
1/

1
1

( , , )
nn

n i
i

GM x x x
=

 
=  
 
∏ .

2. Harmonic mean:  1

1

1( , , )
1 1n n

i i

HM x x

n x=

=

∑
 .

3. Minimum:  ),,min(),,( 11 nn xxxxMin  = .

4. Maximum:  ),,max(),,( 11 nn xxxxMax  = .

Th ere is a general classifi cation of aggregation func-
tions, see [1]: 

1. Conjunctive:  MinA ≤≤0 ;

2. Internal (means):  MaxAMin ≤≤ ;

3. Disjunctive:  1≤≤ AMax ;

4. Mixed.

3. EXTENDED AGGREGATION FUNCTIONS

Th e notion of aggregation for various number of in-
put values leads us to the defi nition of extended aggrega-
tion function, see [21], [1].

Defi nition 5: (Extended aggregation function): An ex-
tended aggregation function is a mapping 

∞

=

→
1

]1,0[]1,0[:
n

nA  
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such that the restriction ]1,0[]1,0[:][ →n
nA  of this map-

ping, for every Nn∈ , is an n -ary aggregation function.

Let 
∞

=

→
1

]1,0[]1,0[:
n

nA  be an extended aggregation function. 
Let X  be an arbitrary nonempty set, and ]1,0[: 2 →Xdi , 

Ni∈ , be a family of bounded function. Let us consider the 
function ]1,0[: 2 →× NXd  defi ned by

( )[ ] 1( , ; ) ( , ), , ( , )n nd x y n A d x y d x y=  ,

for all Xyx ∈,  and Nn∈ . For Nn∈  we have

);,(),(][ nyxdyxd n = ,  Xyx ∈∀ ,

is a function that maps 2X  into ]1,0[  range, same as 
all above defi ned functions id . It is interesting to con-
sider, which properties the new constructed functions 

][nd , Nn∈ , inherit from functions id , { }ni ,,2,1 ∈ , 
depending on the applied aggregation function.

4. EXTENDED WEIGHTED ARITHMETIC MEAN 
OF POWERS

First we introduce one new extended aggregation 
function, which we call extended powers product. Th is 
function is a generalization of the extended product ag-
gregation function, see [1]. Its properties are examined 
in details in [20].

Defi nition 6: (Extended powers product): For arbi-
trary family of non-negative coeffi  cients

{ }{ }niNnin ,,1,|0, ∈∈>= ωω ,

function 
∞

=

→∏
1

]1,0[]1,0[:
n

n
ω  defi ned by

( ) ∏
=

=∏
n

i
in

inaaa
1

1
,,, ω

ω 

for Nn∈ , and ( ) n
naa ]1,0[,,1 ∈ , is called extended 

powers product. For the family of non-negative coeffi  cients 
ω  with the property 1,

1
, =∈∀ ∑

=

n

i
inNn ω , operator ω∏  is 

called extended 1-powers product and denoted by ||ω∏ .
Example 7:

1. For the family of coeffi  cients ω  that satisfy 
{ }niin ,,1,1, ∈∀=ω , for all Nn∈ , ω∏  is an ex-

tended product operator ∏ .
2. Exceptionally, for the family of coeffi  cients

{ }niNn
nn

i
in ,,1,,

)1(
2

, ∈∈
+

=ω ,

extended powers product operator ω∏  is also called 
extended weighted geometric mean, and noted as ∆G . 
Extended weighted geometric mean ∆G  is a special ex-
tended 1-powers product aggregation function.

We introduce another new extended aggregation 
function, which we call extended weighted arithmetic 
mean of powers. Th e experimental results presented in 
[20], and partly in Section VI, show that this operator 
is very suitable for application in image segmentation.

Defi nition 8: (WAMP): For families of coeffi  cients

{ }{ }niNnin ,,1,|0, ∈∈>= ωω ,

{ }








=∈∈≥= ∑
=

1,,,1,|0
1

,,

n

i
inin niNn λλλ  ,

function 
∞

=

→
1

, ]1,0[]1,0[:
n

nWAMP ωλ  given by

( ) ∑
=

=
n

i
iinn

inaaaWAMP
1

,1,
,,, ω

ωλ λ ,

for Nn∈ , and ( ) n
naa ]1,0[,,1 ∈ , is called extend-

ed weighted arithmetic mean of powers.
Th e function ωλ ,WAMP  is an extended aggrega-

tion function. Namely, function is monotonically non-
decreasing in each component, since it is a composition 
of monotonically non-decreasing functions.

Example 9: For coeffi  cients

{ }{ }niNnin ,,1,|1, ∈∈== ωω ,

the operator ωλ ,WAMP  is reduced on extended weight-
ed arithmetic mean λWAM  operator, see [20].

5. DESCRIPTORS

In this section we introduce one pixel descrip-
tor, which will be used in the construction of distance 
functions that have application in image segmenta-
tion, presented in Section VI. In gray-scale images, 
pixel is 8-bit, i.e., 1-byte nonnegative number from the 

255,,0   range, which represents the gray-scale level. 
In color images, the color of the pixel is a mixture of 
certain basic color components. Th e intensity of each 
component is presented as 8-bit non-negative number 
from the 255,,0   range. Th e pixel of the color im-
age in RGB technique is written by 3 bytes and it is a 
mixture of red (R), green (G) and blue (B) component, 
respectively. Besides the color or gray-scale compo-
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nent, other features relevant from the aspect of auto-
matic image processing can be assigned to a pixel, e.g., 
saturation of color component, or characteristics that 
describes relations between adjacent pixels. In the lit-
erature such characteristics are known as descriptors, 
see [22]. For gray-scale image (for color image, for 
more details, see [20]) we have for nm×  pixels in size, 
with the matrix of pixels [ ]

nmjipS
×

= ,  Th e pixel in i
i-th row and j -th column is marked as )( ,, jiji sp = , 
where { }255,,0, ∈jis  is the gray-scale level. For the 
pixel jip , , its closest by the spatial distance neighboring 
pixels are observed. Let us mark the central pixel with 

jipp ,= , and its neighbors as follows: 1,11 −−= jipn , 
jipn ,12 −= , 1,13 +−= jipn , 1,4 += jipn , 1,15 ++= jipn

, jipn ,16 += , 1,17 −+= jipn  and 1,8 −= jipn . Arbitrary 
jip , , { }1,,2 −∈ mi  , { }1,,2 −∈ nj  , in the interior 

of the image, has 8 neighbors that are shown in Figure 1. 

1n 2n 3n

8n p
4n

7n 6n 5n

Fig. 1. Neighbors for a pixel in the interior of the image

Let { }255,,0 ∈α  be a predefi ned threshold value, 
which represents the limit measure for the similarity of 
two pixels in their colors or gray-scale levels. Let us fi rst 
defi ne the indicator of α -similarity for the central pixel 

jipp ,=  and each of its neighbors { }8,,1, ∈knk
. Indicator value 1 denotes that the color diff erence is 
bigger than the previously selected { }255,,0 ∈α
, otherwise indicator value is 0 , as a measure of α
-similarity for central pixel and its neighbor.

Defi nition 10: For an arbitrary jip , , the selected 
threshold value { }255,,0 ∈α , and each of the neigh-
boring pixels { }8,,1, ∈knk , α -similarity indicator 

{ }1,0)(;, ∈kI ji α  is defi ned by







>−

≤−
=

α
α

α
kji

kji
ji np

np
kI

,

,
;, ,1

,0
)( ,   { }8,,1∈k ,

where { }255,,0,, ∈kji np  are single-byte gray-scale 
levels of pixels. For the pixel jip ,  that is on the edge or 
in the corner of the image and hence does not have some 
of the neighbors kn , we defi ne 1)(;, =kI ji α .

6. APPLICATION IN IMAGE SEGMENTATION

We give an application of extended weighted arith-
metic mean of powers aggregated distance function in 
image segmentation through FCM algorithm. By using 
FCM, one color image is segmented. Next to the images, 
input parameters of the algorithm are the following.

 ◆ Number c  of clusters that are going to be ac-
quired by segmentation, we select 4=c .

 ◆ Weight coeffi  cient m , which aff ects the quality 
and speed of segmentation. Th is parameter is in-
tuitively selected. From the literature, it is known 
and experimentally confi rmed that values around 

0.2  give good performance. Hence, we choose 
0.2=m  in our experiments.

 ◆ Distance function [,0[: 2 ∞→Pd , which de-
fi nes mathematical model for desired segmenta-
tion criterion, where P  is the set of pixels. For 
pixels Ppp ∈21 , , value ( ) [,0[, 21 ∞∈ppd  
represents a measure of the diff erence or dis-
similarity between them. In order to compare 
the achieved results and the used distance func-
tions, all distance functions are normalized to the 
corresponding mapping in the ]1,0[  range, i.e., 
( ) ]1,0[, 21 ∈ppd .

Some values that represent a measure of the qual-
ity of the obtained segmentation and the speed of the 
algorithm are listed below. Th ese values are the output 
parameters generated by the segmentation algorithm.

 ◆ PI - performance index, measures the compact-
ness of the clustered data. Th e lower value of this 
coeffi  cient means a stronger grouping of pixels, 
i.e., more compact clusters.

 ◆ IT - the number of preformed iterations.
 ◆ RT - the execution time of the algorithm, in 

seconds.
For the families of coeffi  cients, { }{ }5,,1|0 ∈>= iiωω ,

{ }








=∈≥= ∑
=

1,5,,1|0
5

1i
ii i λλλ  , a new distance function 

]1,0[: 2
, →Pd ωλ  is constructed by applying WAMP  

operator on the distance functions 1d  and 2d :

( ) ( ) ( )++= 2112211121, ,,, 21 ggdrrdppd ωω
ωλ λλ

( ) ( ) ( )212521242113 ,,, 543 qqdssdbbd ωωω λλλ +++

for pixels ( ) Pqsbgrp iiiiii ∈= ,,,, , { }2,1∈i  (for 
more details see [20]), where normalized distance func-
tion { } ]1,0[255,,0: 2

1 →d , which is defi ned below, is 
observed on each of the color components:
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( ) 21211 255
1, ccccd −=

while on the introduced pixel descriptors, the distance 
function ]1,0[]1,0[: 2

2 →d  is applied:

( ) 21212 , ttttd −= .

With intuitively selected values of the parameters λ  
and ω , the distance function ωλ ,d  is applied in FCM 
algorithm for the image segmentation. Th e evaluation 
of the parameters and quality of the executed segmen-
tation is done by comparing the obtained results with 
the ones achieved using the Euclidean metric. We use 

]1,0[:
2
→Pd E  as a referent distance function,

( ) 222
21 3255

1, bgrppd E ++= ,

where 21 rrr −= , 21 ggg −=  and 21 bbb −=
, for pixels ( ) Pbgrp iiii ∈= ,, , { }2,1∈i , and 

{ }3255,,0 =P .

7. TEST

In this test we observe an image that is made by one 
of the authors with a mobile phone, see Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Original image

Th e image is 300225×  pixels in size. Th e original 
image is segmented using Ed  metric and the WAMP  
aggregated distance function with ten diff erent param-
eter values, )(),( iii dd ΩΛ= ,

{ }54321 ,,,,)( λλλλλ=Λ i ,

{ }54321 ,,,,)( ωωωωω=Ω i , see Figure 3. 

Fig. 3. Segmentation

For many further details see [20].

8. CONCLUSION

Based on the applied distance functions and the 
evaluation parameters obtained in the segmentation we 
obtained very good results. With suitably selected pa-
rameters, WAMP  aggregated distance function gives 
very good results in image segmentation. We can notice 
that the obtained results are signifi cantly dependent on 
the values of ω  parameter. Excellent results are pro-
duced for 1>iω , while for 1<iω  they are very poor.

Further investigation on applications of extended 
product operator from Section IV in image segmenta-
tion will be managed. It will be examined the possibility 
of generalizations of WAMP  aggregation function with 
some other types of functions instead of power func-
tions, and their applications in image processing and 
other fi elds where decision making based on uncertain 
information fusion plays a signifi cant role.
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